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The flow of viscous, particle-laden wetting thin films on an inclined plane is studied experimentally
as the particle concentration is increased to the maximum packing limit. The slurry is a
non-neutrally buoyant mixture of silicone oil and either solid glass beads or glass bubbles. At low
concentrations ���0.45�, the elapsed time versus average front position scales with the exponent
predicted by Huppert �Nature �London� 300, 427 �1982��. At higher concentrations, the average
front position still scales with the exponent predicted by Huppert on some time interval, but there
are observable deviations due to internal motion of the particles. At the larger concentration values
and at later times, the departure from Huppert is seen to strongly depend on total slurry volume VT,
inclination angle �, density difference, and particle size range. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3208076�

I. INTRODUCTION

Extensive research has been conducted on the flow of
homogeneous thin films on inclined planes1–4 and granular
flows down inclined planes;5–8 however, relatively little re-
search has been done in the intermediate regime of particle/
fluid mixtures9–19 and, in particular, anisopycnic particle-
laden thin film flows. Particle-laden fluid flow plays an
important role in the dynamics of a variety of applications
ranging from problems with large scales where gravity is
important, such as mud slides and food processing, to blood
flow, shaving creams �vapor-liquid slurries�, and surface
coating in which microscopic scales are relevant and gravity
is negligible. Our goal is to present new experimental results
for the bulk transport of a fixed volume of particle-laden thin
fluid film propagating down an inclined plane.

Huppert1 investigated the problem of a fixed volume of
homogeneous Newtonian fluid flowing down an inclined
plane using lubrication theory and continuity and neglecting
surface tension and contact line effects along the propagating
front. By solving a nonlinear partial differential equation for
the conserved volume of a gravity-driven viscous liquid
flowing down a plane, he found that the position of the

propagating front, x̂N �·̂ denotes dimensional variables�, is
proportional to time to the one-third power, t̂1/3, or

x̂N = � t̂

ĈN

�1/3

, �1�

where ĈN is a constant that depends on geometry and the
material properties of the fluid. The theoretical model was
compared with experimental data using homogeneous fluids
on surfaces of varying inclination angle. Huppert found ex-
cellent agreement between the two despite the appearance of
a fingering instability along the front. In this report we use
Huppert’s similarity solution, which is a shock solution for
the average front position as a function of time, to compare
flow characteristics of a particle-laden thin film of varying
concentrations flowing down an inclined plane.

Consider a slurry consisting of an initially well-mixed
solution of spherical glass beads of density �S and radius R
suspended in a viscous fluid of density �L and absolute vis-
cosity �L with the surrounding fluid a vapor of density �V,
see Fig. 1�a�. The total slurry volume is VT=VS+VL and con-
centration �=VS /VT, where VS and VL are the volumes of the
solid and liquid contents, respectively. The slurry has an av-
erage density �̄���= �1−���L+��S and is flowing due to
gravity of magnitude g on a plane inclined at an angle � with
respect to the horizontal. For initially well-mixed particle-
laden thin films the concentration � is constant. If Huppert’s
model holds on some interval of time for an initially well-
mixed particle-laden thin film then a similarity solution ex-

ists where ĈN= t̂ / x̂N
3 is constant in time and the expression

for the average front position of the propagating slurry is
given by xN=CNt1/3. The equations are made dimensionless
by scaling x̂N by the track length L and time t̂ with the
characteristic time 1 /� where �=9�̄gA2 sin � /4L3�L and
A=VT /w is the cross sectional area defined as the total slurry
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volume divided by track width w. In dimensionless form
Huppert’s similarity solution constant is

CN =
9

4�L
�̄���gA2ĈN sin � , �2�

where this dimensionless constant CN is unity for a homoge-
neous Newtonian fluid. Let �= 4

3���S−�L�gR3 be the internal
buoyancy force parameter of a single particle where �	0
denotes a systems where the particles in the slurry settle
since they are heavier than the suspending fluid and ��0
represents the opposite, i.e., a hard-sphere foam. Deviations
from unity in the constant will be used to determine the
influence of gravity on the thin film flow since it will

strongly influence the dimensional constant ĈN.
In this paper we will perform experiments to compare an

experimentally measured constant CN of a particle-laden
wetting thin film as a function of concentration, volume, and
inclination angle to identify novel fluid behavior through ob-
served trends in the data. The density of the glass beads in
two sets of experiments are two and a half times that of the
fluid ��	0� and in the third set are one-tenth that of the fluid
���0�. So one expects them to collect at the propagating
front of the flowing slurry in some finite time due to gravi-
tational settling11 for the former and move in a direction
opposite the propagating front in the latter. In Sec. III, we
will also qualitatively compare images of the propagating
front to determine if there is any relationship between the
appearance of the particle rich capillary ridge and noncon-
tinuum behavior, and in Sec. IV we compare the results for
various experiments and offer suggestions for the observed
trends.

II. EXPERIMENTS: MATERIALS, PROCEDURES,
AND PHYSICAL SCALES

Three sets of experiments are performed, two using solid
glass spheres but with slightly different mixing protocols and
the third with glass bubbles. In one set of solid sphere ex-
periments called experiment A, the parameters that were var-
ied are the particle size range �either 106–180 or
250–425 �m in diameter�, volume �50 ml�VT�130 ml�,
tilt angle �35°, 45°, or 55°�, and concentration �0, 0.35, 0.45,
0.50, or 0.55� with the resulting data averaged over the con-
centration for a given particle size. The fluid viscosity in

these experiments were fixed at �L=1000 cSt. In the second
set of experiments called experiment B, the particle size
range �106–180, 250–425, or 450–800 �m�, concentration
�0.50, 0.51, 0.52, 0.53, 0.54, 0.55, or 0.56�, tilt angle �55°,
60°, 65°, or 75°�, volume �50 ml�VT�70 ml�, and back-
ground fluid viscosity were the varied parameters with the
resulting viscosity data, once again averaged over the con-
centration for a given particle size. The viscosities were var-
ied depending on particle size with �L=100, 500, or 1000
cSt for the 106–180 �m particles, �L=1000, 5000, or
10 000 for the 250–425 �m particles, and �L=5000 or
10 000 for the 450–800 �m particles. The viscosities were
chosen so that the particle velocity based on settling is ap-
proximately the same for each experiment. Experiment A
was performed over a wider range of concentration so it may
be more useful in determining global trends while experi-
ment B is done in the limit �→�max to determine behavior
as the system begins to phase separate. Test runs in experi-
ment C were performed using glass bubbles of a single size
with a fixed total volume of approximately VT=30 ml while
varying the concentration, at either 0.35, 0.45, or 0.55, and
background viscosity, at either 10, 50, or 100 cSt, and aver-
aged over tilt angles of either 35°, 45°, or 55°. A summary of
the parameters that were varied during the experiments is
shown in Table I. Since we are averaging over some param-
eter each experimental run is performed once.

The suspending fluids used were silicone oil �Clearco
Products� for each experiment. Each silicone oil fluid had a
density of approximately 0.96 g /cm3. Soda-lime glass beads
�Ceroglass� with a density of approximately 2.5 g /cm3 were
used in experiments A and B while hollow glass spheres
�3M� with a density of 0.15 g /cm3 and diameter of approxi-
mately 10 �m were used in experiment C. These densities
gave buoyancy force values of approximately �=0.0027,
0.0214, and 0.170 dynes for the 106–180, 250–425, or
450–800 �m particles �based on average� used in experi-
ments A and B and �=−3.5
10−6 dynes for the 10 �m

FIG. 1. �a� Problem schematic and �b� schematic of experimental setup.

TABLE I. List of experiments performed to determine gravity effects in
flowing particle-laden thin films. The density of the glass spheres used in
experiments A and B is �S=2.5 g /cm3 and the density of the hollow glass
spheres used in experiment C is �S=0.15 g /cm3. The concentration range,
�, in experiment B is in increments of 0.01. Slurry volumes of approxi-
mately 50–130 ml are used in experiment A, 50–70 ml in experiment B, and
30 ml in experiment C.

Particle size
��m�

Tilt angles
�deg� Concentrations �V /VT�

Fluid viscosity
�cSt�

Experiment A

106–180 35, 45, 55 0, 0.35, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55 1000

250–425 35, 45, 55 0.35, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55 1000

Experiment B

106–180 55, 60, 65, 75 0.50–0.56 100, 500, 1000

250–425 55, 60, 65, 75 0.50–0.56 1000, 5000, 10 000

450–800 55, 60, 65, 75 0.50–0.56 5000, 10 000

Experiment C

10 35, 45, 55 0.35, 0.45, 0.55 10, 50, 100
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particles used in experiment C. Silicone oils are good ther-
mal insulators so we do not expect much deviation in the
viscosity for small variations in the room temperature.

The experimental apparatus consists of a 100 cm long,
50 cm wide, acrylic sheet with a track approximately
w=14 cm in width. The side walls of the track are approxi-
mately 1–2 cm high which is much larger than the film thick-
ness so the fluid cannot spill over. The slurry’s cross sec-
tional areas were constant at 2 and 4 cm2 in experiments C
and B, respectively. These values are 4 cm2�A�9 cm2 for
experiment A, which are similar to those used by Huppert.1

The acrylic sheet is mounted to an adjustable stand capable
of inclination angles ranging from 5° to 80°. Near the top of
the acrylic sheet is a gated reservoir from which we release a
finite volume of mixture. A schematic of the experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 1�b�. We estimate the time constant,
1 /�, which can be interpreted as a residence time, to be in
the range of 100 s� t̂�1000 s using values for our physical
parameters.

A. Mixing protocol: Experiments A and C

The slurry materials are placed in a large horizontally
oriented jar and slowly rotated for several hours until the
particles are uniformly suspended in the fluid, creating a
well-mixed slurry. The particles can settle out fairly quickly
so the experiments were performed immediately after the
slurry was well mixed. To determine �max for �	0, known
volumes of fluid and beads were mixed and placed in a
graduated cylinder. The maximum packing fraction can be
estimated from the excess liquid volume fraction. The value
of �max is measured to be approximately 0.57–0.58 which is
within 10% of the theoretically predicted value of 0.64 for
monodisperse hard spheres. While our system is not mono-
disperse the deviation in particle size is much smaller than
their average in both particle size ranges studied. The values
of concentration used in this experiment were �=0, 0.35,
0.45, 0.50, and 0.55.

B. Mixing protocol: Experiment B

Here the slurry materials are placed in a plastic cup and
slowly mixed by hand until the slurry becomes uniform.
Slow mixing is needed to avoid generating air bubbles which
changes the viscosity. This process is more efficient for
slurry mixing when a very viscous background liquid is
used. Since the settling velocity is inversely proportional to
the background fluid viscosity we can increase the particle
size for the larger viscosity fluids.

1. Procedure

A known volume of the slurry is extracted with a plastic
syringe, modified to entrain a large volume of the viscous
slurry solution. A camera positioned vertically above the
track takes still images at predetermined time intervals. The
images are then analyzed via MATLAB and an average front
position is calculated for each image. Images are converted
to gray scale and sharp contrasts are traced using a function
included in the image processing toolbox. After the edges
have been traced, the resulting image is filtered to ensure that

only the traced fluid front remains. An averaged front posi-
tion, averaged over some 200 data points, in pixels �relative
to the gate opening� is calculated and later converted into a
physical distance.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Qualitative observations

1. �>0

Figure 2 shows still images from experiment A ��	0�
of the flowing slurry, with particle diameters of either
250–425 �m in Figs. 2�b�, 2�d�, 2�f�, 2�j�, 2�h�, and 2�l�
�dark background� or 106–180 �m in Figs. 2�a�, 2�c�, 2�e�,
2�g�, 2�i�, and 2�k� �light background� �450–800 �m diam-
eter data for experiment B is analogous� at times indicated in
the caption. The first series of images, Figs. 2�a�–2�f�, shows
the propagating front for a fixed concentration of �=0.55
and volume of 70 ml while the tilt angle is 35°, 45°, or 55° as
indicated in the caption. In general, as the tilt angle increases
the propagating front begins to coarsen along the single fin-
ger and resembles a slug. In Fig. 2�f�, as the particles begin
to collect near the propagating front, the higher particle con-
centration region begins to move faster than the rest of the
slurry and the system exhibits noncontinuum behavior and
phase separates as the heavier front begins to break off. At
higher inclination angles �	55°� the front completely de-
taches from the bulk of the flowing material.

FIG. 2. Static images from 12 experimental trials �experiment A� of flowing
slurries for particles sizes ��a�, �c�, �e�, �g�, �i�, and �k�� 106–180 �m
��=0.0027 dynes� and ��b�, �d�, �f�, �h�, �j�, and �l�� 250–425 �m
��=0.0214 dynes�. The top row of images �a�–�f� shows the propagating
front for a 0.55 concentration and volume of 70 ml with inclination angles
�= ��a� and �b�� 35°, ��c� and �d�� 45°, and ��e� and �f�� 55°. The bottom
row of images �g�–�l� shows the propagating front for concentration of
�=0.35, inclination angle of 40°, and volumes of ��g� and �h�� 70 ml, ��i�
and �j�� 90 ml, and ��k� and �l�� 110 ml. The images are taken at dimensional
times of t̂= �a� 1450 s, �b� 724 s, �c� 1485 s, �d� 945 s, �e� 1288 s, �f� 542 s,
�g� 273 s, �h� 590 s, �i� 238 s, �j� 332 s, �k� 130 s, and �l� 256 s.
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Figures 2�g�–2�l� show the propagating slurry front at an
inclination angle of 40° and concentration of 0.35 as the
volume is increased from 70 to 110 ml. In Figs. 2�g� and 2�i�,
the usual fingering instability is apparent and nearly symmet-
ric at the volumes shown. The same trends are observed for
the larger beads as well in Figs. 2�h� and 2�j�. It also appears
that the fingering is suppressed as the volume is increased in
Figs. 2�k� and 2�l� where the fluid has flowed nearly the
complete length of the track. Also, the finger lengths are
much shorter than those of the smaller volumes flowing un-
der similar conditions shown in the previous panels.

2. �<0

Figure 3 shows still images from experiment C ���0�
at times indicated in the caption. Figure 3 shows the propa-
gating front at an inclination angle of 45° and volume of
VT=30 ml. In Figs. 3�a�–3�c� the concentration varies from
0.35 to 0.45 to 0.55, respectively, while the background fluid
viscosity is fixed at 10 cSt, representing the lowest viscosity
fluid used in all of the experiments, A, B, or C. In Fig. 3�a�,
with �=0.35, the propagating front exhibits a fingering in-
stability characterized by a wide separation of the regions of
positive and negative curvatures. Because of this wide sepa-
ration the average front position is a relatively shorter dis-
tance from the gate than in the �	0 experiments. A similar
fingering pattern is seen in Fig. 3�b�, with �=0.45, although
the number of fingers is smaller and the average front dis-
tance traveled is farther than in the �=0.35 experiment. Fig-
ure 3�c� shows the propagating front for the largest concen-
tration used with the 10 cSt fluid at 45°. Here the fingering
instability is represented by a single finger extended from the
gate and moving down the center of the track. Part of this
motion is due to the fact that as the lighter particles begin to
move upward they create a fluid rich region below. The vol-

ume of fluid in the particle rich region increases over time
until a layer of clear liquid is created and this flows down the
track. For the lighter viscosity fluids, this separated stream
can carry some of the low-density particles plus fluid with it.
Note that while the propagating front appears relatively far
from the reservoir at the top of the panel due to the fingering
phenomenon, the average front position is still relatively
close to the gate.

Figures 3�d�–3�f� show still images for concentrations of
0.35, 0.45, and 0.55, respectively, with a background fluid
viscosity of 100 cSt. Figure 3�d� shows a fingering instability
along the propagating front that strongly resembles in length
and number the fingers seen in Fig. 3�a�. The only noticeable
difference is that in Fig. 3�d� an estimate for the average
front position �measured near the finger troughs� is slightly
farther from the reservoir than what is shown in Fig. 3�a�.
Figure 3�e� is not discernibly different from the experiment
with similar parameters shown in Fig. 3�b�. But Fig. 3�f� is
clearly different than the other �=0.55 experiment shown in
Fig. 3�c�. In Fig. 3�f� the slurry barely leaves the gate and
does not travel one track width suggesting that the flow may
not be fully developed. While the same separation process
occurred in the lower background viscosity experiment
shown in Fig. 3�c�, the end results are very different. So
while both particle rich regions in Figs. 3�c� and 3�f� are
approaching �→�max, the experiment with the high back-
ground viscosity is more resistant to gravity because of the
internal dynamics of the particle rich region.

B. Quantitative measurements

The qualitative trends suggest that the presence of par-
ticles greatly affects the geometry of the propagating front.
However, the measured average position x̂N versus time, still
shows self-similar behavior, i.e., similar to that measured by
Huppert.1 To better understand this phenomenon we experi-
mentally vary the following parameters: buoyancy parameter
�, volume VT, particle concentration �, inclination angle �,
and background fluid viscosity �L, over a wide range of
parameters.

Figure 4 shows plots of average front positions from
experiment A, x̂N versus t̂1/3, for inclination angles �= �a�
35°, �b� 45°, and �c� 55°, with fixed concentrations of �=0,
0.35, 0.45, and 0.55 and fixed volumes of 20 and 70 ml for
the homogeneous and particle-laden fluids, respectively. The
flow clearly has some initial transient behavior that seems to
grow with the concentration. After this initial transient the
particle-laden thin film begins to accelerate. In Fig. 4, at the
highest concentration, �=0.55, the flow takes approximately
27 s to become fully developed and at the lowest concentra-
tion, �=0.35, it takes less than 1 s. The plots appear linear
with the t̂1/3 scaling in the fully developed region, with linear
behavior over at least two decades of time. Note that in Fig.
4 not all are straight lines especially in the limit �→�max.
Nevertheless, there is a domain of those lines which indicate
a timescale of the flow. We will use this time interval to

determine a parameter ĈN for the particular flow.
Figure 5 shows plots of average front positions from

experiment C, x̂N versus t̂1/3, for an inclination angle of

FIG. 3. Static images from six experimental trials from experiment C
��=−3.5
10−6 dynes� of flowing slurries with tilt angle �=45° for
buoyant particles with background fluid viscosity of either ��a�–�c�� 10 or
��d�–�f�� 100 cSt as indicated with concentrations �= ��a� and �d�� 0.35,
��b� and �e�� 0.45, and ��c� and �f�� 0.55. The images are taken at dimen-
sional times of t̂= �a� 30 s, �b� 180 s, �c� 550 s, �d� 230 s, �e� 875 s, and �f�
944 s.
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�=45°, with fixed concentrations of �= �a� 0.35, �b� 0.45,
and �c� 0.55 with background fluid viscosities as indicated on
the graph. Once again, each of the plots exhibits character-
istics of the flow suggesting some initial transient behavior
but the correlation with increasing concentration is not so
clear. One noticeable trend in the initial transients for the
��0 experimental results is that they seem to be indepen-
dent of concentration. Part of the inability to correlate the
initial transient with concentration is due to the speed of the
film as it leaves the gate. With a low background fluid vis-
cosity, and the film initially thick, then the initial speed is
relatively fast compared to later times �the velocity from the

Huppert solution is singular at t̂=0�. So the lower viscosity
fluids actually have lower temporal resolution than their
higher background viscosity counterparts. This can also be
seen in Fig. 4 for the 10 cSt fluid with �=0.35. The spacing
between points is much farther than in any of the other ex-
periments because of the fluid speed. But after the initial
transient it appears that the front moves linearly with time to
the one-third power as predicted by the Huppert solution. In
the largest concentration and largest background fluid viscos-
ity experiment, Fig. 5�c� bottom panel, we see that the slurry
does not move at least one width of the track so we assume
that this experiment is not fully developed. We do not in-
clude this result in the comparison with the correlation but
report the result because it may be of interest. The slopes for
each of the data curves in either experiment yield the infor-
mation necessary to calculate the constant CN.

C. Quantitative comparisons

Figure 6 shows plots of the measured constant CN versus
� /�max, with CN as defined in Eq. �2�, for experiments A
�shaded symbols�, B �open symbols�, and C �filled symbols�.
The error bars in Fig. 6 represent the standard deviation that
is due to variations in the measured constant value due to the

inclination angle � and volume V̂T while averaged over con-
centration in experiment A, while the bars for experiment B
represent deviations in the measured constant value due to
changes in the background fluid viscosity and tilt angle while
averaged over concentration. Experiments A and B both rep-
resent data with value �	0 where the particles are heavier
than the suspending fluid. The data points for experiment C
shown in Fig. 6 are averaged over concentration while vary-

FIG. 4. Plots of average front position x̂N vs t̂1/3 for a 250–425 �m
��=0.0214 dynes� glass bead slurry mixture. The tilt angles are �= �a� 35°,
�b� 45°, and �c� 55°. These data were used to measure the slopes which

contain information for ĈN. Note that we do not expect the data to collapse
onto one line; rather we expect to see a linear relationship between x̂N and
t̂1/3 after the initial transients have decayed. The variation at each concen-
tration is due to the difference in inclination angle and/or volume for each
experiment. The vertical dashed line roughly indicates the transition from
transient to fully developed flow. There are no lines drawn through the data
point and no fitting parameters.

FIG. 5. Plots of average front position x̂N vs t̂1/3 for a buoyant glass sphere
slurry mixture ��=−3.5
10−6 dynes�. The tilt angle is �=45° with
�= �a� 0.35, �b� 0.45, and �c� 0.55. There are no lines drawn through the data
point and no fitting parameters.

FIG. 6. Plot of dimensionless constant CN vs scaled concentration � /�max

for experiments A–C �shown in parenthesis�. The shaded symbols corre-
spond to experiment A with particle sizes �a� ��� 106–180 �m and ���
250–425 �m glass bead slurry mixtures. The open symbols correspond to
experiment B with particle sizes ��� 106–180 �m, ��� 250–425 �m, and
��� 450–800 �m. Experiments A and B correspond to data sets for
�	0 as indicated in the right. The filled symbols correspond to experiment
C, where �=−3.5
10−6 dynes, i.e., the particles are lighter than the sus-
pending fluid. The particles size is constant ��10 �m� with background
fluid viscosities of ��� 10 cSt, ��� 50 cSt, and ��� 100 cSt. No fitting
parameters are used in producing data for this figure.
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ing the tilt angle for fixed total slurry volume and suspending
fluid viscosity with ��0, so the hollow glass spheres are
lighter than the suspending fluid.

The data points in Fig. 6 for experiment A represent the
four concentrations 0.35, 0.45, 0.5, or 0.55 for either the
106–180 or 250–425 �m particle size distributions. For
most of the data for a given particle size, the standard devia-
tion is less than the symbol size but increases with increasing
concentration, indicating that the variation due to volume
and angle becomes more significant. For low concentrations,
�45%, the standard deviation in the measured constant val-
ues are relatively small for either particle size. At larger con-
centrations, 	45%, the measured constant has a larger stan-
dard deviation. This trend is true in either set of experiments
using the 106–180 or 250–425 �m diameter particles. The
measured constants CN are nearly identical for both bead
sizes up until a concentration of 0.50.

In experiment B the focus is on the constant as we ap-
proach the maximum packing limit for the three solid par-
ticle sizes with �=0.0027, 0.0214, or 0.170 dynes. This set
of data represents a more detailed interpretation of the data
shown from experiment A. The data for the three particle
sizes shown for experiment B overlap at lower concentration
of ��0.50. At the higher concentrations the data suggest
that there is a separation of times for the three particles sizes.
The smaller particles, 106–180 �m, have a constant that is
larger in value than in the other experiments. As the particles
size is increased to 250–425 �m the measured constant is
slightly lower in value than in the smaller particle case at the
larger concentrations. As the size is increased to the largest
particles studied, 450–800 �m, again there is a decrease in
the measured constant when compared with the other experi-
ments. In fact, the last two experiments at �=0.55 and 0.56
are not shown because the constant could not be accurately
measured. This is because the slurry breaks up and slides
down the track like a solid.

Figure 6 also shows results for the hollow glass spheres
from experiment C, �=−3.5
10−6 dynes, averaged over tilt
angle � for varying background fluid viscosity. The three sets
of data are plotted at the same concentrations of �=0.35,
0.45, or 0.55 as in the experiment A data. Note that the
hollow glass spheres’ maximum packing is more difficult to
measure because the particles may not stay immersed in the
fluid as they begin to form a particle rich cake at the top in a
batch sedimentation experiment. This value though is within
10% of the theoretical value so it is a good estimate. For the
10 and 50 cSt fluids at �=0.55 the deviation is larger than
that of the same fluids at �=0.45. Overall the deviation in
the measured constant is less than one order of magnitude at
the largest concentration shown but the absolute values for
the constants are at least two orders of magnitude larger than
in the heavy particle experiments �A and B�.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

From the experimental data presented there are some
general trends that are similar in each experiment regardless
of the sign of the buoyancy force value �. The first is that the
constant CN is greater than unity in all experimental results

shown. Other trends are seen when comparing constant val-
ues at the lower concentrations �=0.35 and 0.45 where the
data in each of the experiments �A, B, and C� seem to col-
lapse to nearly a single value. This is a semilogarithmic plot
so there is more separation in the measured constants in this
range than what the plot shows, but when compared to the
data at larger concentration values, the constants at lower
concentrations are relatively closer in value. The images
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 also suggest that the propagating
front morphologies are also similar with multiple fingers at
low concentrations �Figs. 2�g�–2�l� and Figs. 3�a� and 3�d��
and single fingers resembling a slug at the higher concentra-
tions �Figs. 2�a�–2�f� and Figs. 3�c� and 3�f��.

The constants produced as �→�max appear to diverge in
each experiment but diverge much more rapidly as the con-
centration is increased in experiment C. This suggest that
there may be separation of the time scales in experiment A,
B, or C as the concentration is increased to the maximum
packing limit. The only difference between the two sets of
experiments �A and B or C� is the direction of the buoyancy
force value � where it is positive in experiments A and B and
negative for experiment C. The rest of this discussion fo-
cuses on how the results of experiments A and B differ from
those of experiment C and possible reasons based on the
experimental results.

For most experiments performed for experiment A in our
parameter ranges, 35° ���55° and 0.35���0.55, the
change in constant CN as the parameters are varied is
smooth, an observation that is supported by the data in Fig.
6. The same trends are seen in experiment B where the
change in concentration is more gradual. The decrease in
measured constant for larger particles that is seen in either
experiment A or B, i.e., as the buoyancy force value � is
increased, may be attributed to the fact that a relatively
heavier propagating front could generate a faster moving
leading edge. This is clearly seen in Fig. 6 when comparing
the 106–180 and 450–800 �m particles at �=0.55 from
experiment B. This is also seen in comparing the elapsed
times for the two images shown in Figs. 2�e� and 2�f�, where
the inclination angle, volume, and concentration are identical
but the particles sizes are 106–180 and 250–425 �m, re-
spectively. The distance the slurry travels is nearly identical
in the images for these two experiments, and when compar-
ing the elapsed time required to reach this distance in each
experiment, which is 1288 and 542 s for Figs. 2�e� and 2�f�,
respectively, we see that it takes about one-half the time for
the slurry with the larger particles, i.e., the larger buoyancy
force. We see that this idea is indeed consistent with Eq. �1�,
where an increase in speed of the front x̂N over a fixed time
interval �t̂= t̂− t̂0 would lead to a lower constant value when
compared to a slower moving fluid over the same interval.

For experiment C, where �=−3.5
10−6 dynes, i.e.,
�0, the trends seen in the heavy particle experiments, A and
B, where �	0, are not observed. Here the lighter particles
tend to slow down the propagating front leading to a rela-
tively higher constant value, where the value at the largest
concentration in experiment C, �=0.55, is almost two orders
of magnitude greater than in experiments A and B �see Fig.
6�. This is also seen when comparing the elapsed times for
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the two experiments, where the time required to travel the
distance shown in Fig. 3�f� is almost as long as the time
required for any of the experiments shown in Fig. 2. This is
surprising because the background fluid viscosities used for
the experimental results shown in Fig. 2 are at least one
order of magnitude less than in any of the A or B experi-
ments. The difference between the heavy and lighter particle
experiments is the direction of the particle buoyancy force
relative to that of the suspending fluid. Since the buoyancy
force within the total volume of slurry opposes gravity in the
lighter particle experiments, it is also opposing gravity acting
on the total volume that is pulling it downward. This is be-
cause while the lighter particles are buoyant in the fluid, the
mixture is not lighter than the surround air, or �L	�S	�V.
So this phenomenon produces a solid hard-sphere foam that
has a measured constant which appears to diverge much
faster than in the heavy particle experiments where �	0,
even though the value for � in experiment C is measured in
microdynes or the absolute value is about three orders of
magnitude less than in experiments A and B.

In conclusion the scaling from the Huppert solutions still
appears to be useful in characterizing these types of bulk
fluid flow problems. Alternatively, a shock theory has already
been developed for constant flux slurries.20 An analogous
theory for the constant volume problem would require a
model involving rarefaction-shock solutions which is outside
the scope of this experimental paper but is also of interest.
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